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                        Welcome to BJJ Revolution Team!

                        
                            The BJJ REVOLUTION TEAM is a world's leading organization of jiu-jitsu athletes and professionals including jiu-jitsu students, jiu-jitsu trainers and instructors, martial arts school instructors and business owners. These pros coach, train and influence millions of health-minded people each year.


The purpose of the BJJ REVOLUTION TEAM is to facilitate the continuous improvement of affiliated schools and practitioners through a proven system of training methods and belt rank systems.


The BJJ REVOLUTION TEAM affiliation program is designed to enrich the lives of instructors and students by providing them the opportunity to refine, advance, and evolve their skill sets and experience in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Self Defense across the United States and overseas. The association will conduct business in a way that is responsible and responsive to the needs, goals, and desires of our members in continuous efforts of achieving excellence.
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                            JEFF MESSINA,
                                ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
                            

                            “I'm a proud member of BJJ REVOLUTION TEAM for 20 years.  BJJ Revolution Team exemplifies honor, integrity, and true old school jiu jitsu that works for self defense, sport or MMA. Our leaders Julio Fernandez and Rodrigo Medeiros lead from the front competing and training regularly. Our team is a family so everyone is attended to both as students and instructors, not just another strip mall franchise.  You can count on quality when you see BJJ REVOLUTION REVOLUTION TEAM.  -  OSS REVOLUTION DOJO www.revolutiondojo.com”

                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                         
                        
                            Edward Anthony,
                                ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
                            

                            “Joining the BJJ Revolution Team was one of the best decisions I have ever made. Professor Julio "Foca" Fernandez and Medeiros are amazing leaders and friends. Our lineage is the best one could ask for and the team is based off of true martial arts values. Unlike other affiliations and teams nothing is forced down your throat and everyone has your best interest in mind. I would never fly another flag. BJJ Revolution for life!! - 1st degree Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Blackbelt Owner of Atlas Jiu Jitsu and Thrive Strength & Wellness”

                        

                    

                

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                         
                        
                            DENIS KELLY,
                                ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
                            

                            “My academy has been affiliated with BJJ Revolution team for over twelve years ever since we decided to shift our focus from being an exclusively MMA focused fight team and moved towards BJJ. It was important for me to maintain the connection with my original team and gym and also to maintain a connection with an organization which had such strong lineage, roots and history in the world of Jiu-Jitsu and mixed martial arts.
Joining the BJJ Revolution Team was a great decision for our team. Professor Julio Cesar "Foca" Fernandez Nunes and Professor Rodrigo Medeiros have a long tradition in the world of Jiu-Jitsu and have been a great help in the growth of my academy here in Melbourne. I feel that BJJ Revolution provides the necessary support and connection with the BJJ world without the restrictions. We feel that BJJ Revolution also embodies the same values of honesty and integrity that we value as a team and which we wish to develop in our students. - Black Belt 1st Degree, Australian Combat Sports Academy
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                    BJJ Revolution Office is located at 55 Leroy Road Williston, VT 05495
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                            Contact Us (office)

                            
                                BJJ Revolution Team

                            
                            
                                
                                    55 Leroy Road Williston, VT 05495
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    (802) 598-2839
                                

                            
                            
                                
                                    bjjrevolutionteam@gmail.com
                                

                            
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Hours

                            	
                                        Mon: 
                                        By Appointment
                                    
	
                                        Tues: 
                                        By Appointment
                                    
	
                                        Wed: 
                                        By Appointment
                                    
	
                                        Thurs: 
                                        By Appointment
                                    
	
                                        Fri: 
                                        By Appointment
                                    
	
                                        Sat: 
                                        By Appointment
                                    
	
                                        Sun: 
                                        By Appointment
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